Make with Light!
Pixel Kit Curriculum
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Learning Objectives
While your students use the Pixel Kit they will be having fun exploring and learning at the same
time! Although each lesson has its own set of learning objectives that connects cross curricularly,
the packet has core concepts and objectives embedded throughout. These concepts include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hardware
Software
Program Development
Control
Algorithms
Variables

The curriculum objectives include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Learners will develop skills to engage in creative coding.
Learners will be able to articulate how LEDs work.
Learners will be able to articulate how sound is created.
Learners will be able to identify the differences between volume and pitch.
Learners will be able to explain what is an animation.
Learners will create both a physical and digital animation.
Learners will be able to create and plan a game using decomposition.
Learners will use digital media to create an art piece that evokes a particular
emotion.
Learners will be able to work collaboratively on projects.
Learners will be able to communicate ideas articulately to their peers.

Build A Pixel Kit!
Beginner

1 hr 45 min

Students will discuss ahead of time what are the components of a screen and what is a pixel
before building the kit themselves!
OBJECTIVES
Learners can describe the components of a screens
Learners will be able to define what a pixel is and how it works
Learners create a basic pixel drawing

STANDARDS
K12 CS: .
Computing Systems.Troubleshooting;
Algorithms and Programming.Control;

Algorithms and Programming.Algorithms
Algorithms and Programming.Program Development

CSTA:
K-2: 1A-A-5-2, 1A-A-3-7, 1A-A-6-8
3-5: 1B-A-2-1, 1B-A-5-4, 1B-A-3-7, 1B-A-6-8
6-8: 2-A-5-6
MATERIALS NEEDED
world.kano.me
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Introduction

10 mins

Linking
We are all master builders and programmers, but now we are starting a new adventure of game
designers who use light and movement to innovate and create. That’s right, we have a new kit
called the Pixel Kit we will be building and working with!
But what is a pixel? Have you heard of it before? (take answers from learners).
Pixels are the very small basic components that make up all displays! From TVs, to your phone,
to the Kano screen. Small pixels, bits of color and light make all of the interactions we see and
look at every day!
Engage
While we are building the Pixel Kit we will be focusing on the different hardware components and
how they interact together to make light, sound, and colors! During the build try to remeber to
write down your thoughts on how you think the Pixel Kit parts will interact with each other and
work!
Collect Pixel Kits

5 mins

Retrieve Pixel Kits

Exploration Activities
Challenge 0

15 mins

Tell learners that before we start we will watch a short video that explains what pixels are. This is
to get us ready to learn more about the Pixel Kits and get ready to build!
Below are three videos you can use for an introduction. It is reccomended you watch at least the
first video. If you are working with older learners or more advanced groups, the other 2 videos
explain pixels and the history of them.
Intro Video
Intro to Pixels in Old School Video Games Pt.1
Intro to Pixels in Old School Video Games Pt.2
After watching the videos have learners turn and talk to each other to explain in their own words:
• What is a pixel?
• How do pixels use color?
• How do pixels use code to work?
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Challenge 1: Build and Explore on the Pixel Kit!

45 mins

Pass out the Pixel Kits. Explain to learners that everything they need to build the Pixel Kit is
located inside their box and they will need no help from an adult. All they will need is the
storybook inside the kit, their brain, and a little help from their neighbors (if needed).
In order to be succesfull for the build each learner will have the following missions:
Mission 1: Build the Pixel Kit and turn it on
For this mission you will build the kit and then turn it on! Remember to get help from your
classmates!
Mission 2: Explore all the games and features already installed on the Pixel Kit!
See what is already on the pixel kit! What can you do with it? What games are there? Refer to the
Pixel Kit Storybook for information!
Mission 3: Design with Pixel Kit!
When you are done exploring and building on the pixel kit record in your engineering journals two
things
• One: If you could create your own game or animation what would it be on the pixel kit? Draw
it out and the features you would want to use (sound, microphone, tilt sensor)
• Two: Draw your face in pixel form! Have students color in the Pixel Screen Worksheet and
have each student color in the dots to create their own pixel imaged selfs!
Challenge 2: Clean Up Time!

10 mins

As you start using the Pixel Kit in class, how you clean up will become important. Take a
substantial amount of time (10 - 15 minutes) to practice your clean up routine with your students.

Closing

15 mins

Evaluation
Once the computers are picked up, ask a few reflection questions:
•
•
•
•

So what is a pixel?
What did you like about the Pixel Kit?
What was easy or difficult when you built the kit?
What did you make/play/build on the Pixel Kit?

Call on 4 people to answer 1 of the 4 questions above.
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Closing/Extension :
Make sure students have their engineering journals. Inform them that they will be using these
journals while working on the Pixel Kit to share our ideas, new thoughts, and innovations!
Before everyone leaves, pass out the Pixel Kit worksheet to see what everyone remebers about
the specific components of the Pixel Kit.

Pixel Kit Cleanup
Power down and put away Pixel Kits
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5 mins

Build Worksheet
Name: ____________________________________________
Date: _____________________________
Explorer Questions
Directions: Below are a few parts from thePixel Kit. Can you match the part to the description of what the
part does? See if you can name the part as well!
There are trillions of moving electrons creating electricity in this
part.

This part changes the effects of the
lightboard when used.

This part send electrical signals to the
brain when pressed!

Each turn from this part sends a signal to the brain, telling it what mode
you want to play in.
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Build Worksheet
Programmer Questions
Directions: When you were playing on the Pixel Kit you played in different modes. Below, explain what you
can do in each mode of the Pixel Kit. Write the descriptions next to each image.
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Build Worksheet
Creator Questions
We created a lot of cool things on the Pixel Kit, but what would you want to create next time? In the space
below color in the Pixel Kit drawing to show what you would like to create! As well, label the drawing to
show how you would create it.
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Build Answer Key
ANSWER KEY

This part send electrical signals to the
brain when pressed!

Each turn from this part sends a signal to the brain, telling it what mode
you want to play in.

There are trillions of moving electrons creating electricity in this
part.

This part changes the effects of the
lightboard when used.
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Build Answer Key
Programmer Questions
Directions: When you were playing on the Pixel Kit you played in different modes. Below, explain what you
can do in each mode of the Pixel Kit. Write the descriptions next to each image.

The games are stored in this section.
These are pre-installed on the Pixel Kit

The numbers are where you can store
your own programs you create on the
Pixel Kit.

The light show projects are stored in
this section. These are pre-installed on
the Pixel Kit

Creator Question
Let learners be creative on what they want to make! Make sure they color in the Pixel Kit as well as have at
least three labels explaining how they will code it.
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Animation!
Beginner

1 hr 45 min

Use the Pixel Kit to learn about frame by frame animation!

OBJECTIVES
Learners will be able to explain what animation is
Learners will create a basic animation with physical and digital materials
Learners will be able to compare the pros and cons for working with physical or digital
materials when it comes to art
STANDARDS
K12 CS: .
Computing Systems.Troubleshooting;
Algorithms and Programming.Control;

Algorithms and Programming.Algorithms
Algorithms and Programming.Program Development

CSTA:
K-2: 1A-A-5-2, 1A-A-3-7, 1A-A-6-8
3-5: 1B-A-2-1, 1B-A-5-4, 1B-A-3-7, 1B-A-6-8
6-8: 2-A-5-6
9-10: 3A-A-5-4
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Introduction

10 mins

Linking
What is your favorite cartoon? Why? Draw your favorite character from the cartoon. Take about 5
minutes!
Now that we have a drawing of our favorite cartoon, turn and talk to a partner and tell them
everything you like about your cartoon! Give learners about 3 minutes to chat.
So what is your favorite cartoon and why? Get responses

Engage
Cartoons are pretty cool! There are a TON of different styles for drawing and amazing stories
that make them interesting and fun to watch! But how are cartoons made? From our favorite TV
show to a Disney movie, all styles of cartoons use a cool word called animation to make it! Today,
let’s learn more about animation and then make our own!
Collect Pixel Kits

5 mins

Retrieve Pixel Kits

Exploration Activities
Challenge 0: What is Animation?

8 mins

Animation is “the technique of photographing successive drawings or positions of puppets or
models to create an illusion of movement when the film is shown as a sequence.”
This means that cartoons and animations give the illusion of movement, even though each
frame or drawing is still!
Let’s watch this quick video to see animation in action!
Challenge 1: Create A Basic Animation

20 mins

Let’s create an animation ourselves! Everyone should have a small pad of post-it notes. You
should have at least 20 post it notes in your pad. Now, what we want to do is draw a small picture
in one of the corners of the post-it note. On the second page we will draw the same picture, but
this time it will do something a little different. We will keep repeating this process till we used all
the pages.
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Check out this example of a ball bouncing before you draw your own!
Notice that in the example the ball moves only a little bit each time so when we flip the pages we
have the illusion of movement! Try it out!
Challenge 2: Animation on the Pixel Kit

20 mins

Now that we know what animation is let’s see how we can use technology to create digital
animations. Go to the “Flash and Draw the Lights” challenge. Complete each one to learn more
about creating animations. While you complete each challenge answer the following questions
and record the responses in your Engineering Journal:
• How is digital animation similar to physical animation?
• How is digital animation different to physical animation?
• Which animation style do you like more? Why?
Challenge 3: Create Your Own Animation!

20 mins

Now that we understand how to make a frame by frame digital animation let’s try our own
designs! Make a digital animation on the pixel kit that uses at a minimum of 10 frames! You can
use more as needed!

Closing

15 mins

Evaluation
Let’s take a walk around to see what animations everyone created! After you have seen
everyone’s animation write down in your engineering journal what was easy about creating your
animation. What was difficult? For next time, what could you do to create a better animation?
Closing
Tonight take some time to draw out another animation! This time, let’s be specific. Draw out an
animation of how you start your day (waking up, getting out of bed, etc). Be ready to share the
drawing with the class tomorrow!

Pixel Kit Cleanup
Power down and put away Pixel Kits
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5 mins

Animation Worksheet
Name: ____________________________________________
Date: _____________________________
Explorer Questions
Directions: In the space below can you show the frame by frame drawings you had to do to create a ball
bouncing on the Pixel Kit? You may not use all the frame in the space below!

Programmer Question
I have just created an amazing picture on the Pixel Kit using the animation part. However, I don’t want to
redraw the image again for the next frame since it took so long! What can I do instead of drawing the whole
image again?
Identify from the image below and write a 3 sentence explanation of why you would use that shortcut.
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Animation Worksheet
Creator Question
You already created your own animation but why not do it again! Below draw another 10 frame animation
you could create on the Pixel Kit!
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Animation Answer Key
ANSWER KEY
Explorer Question
Learners may have different starting points for the ball. When it shows it bouncing on the floor the ball
should look like it is “smooshed” and when it is going up it will appear “stretched.”
Programmer Question
Learners should realize that they can duplicate the drawing. Answers may vary but should have the effect, it
is easier to duplicate a picture than redraw it multiple times.
Creator Question
Animations can be anything! Let them be creative and have fun!
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Pitch vs. Volume
Beginner

1 hr 30 min

Use Kano Code and other online media to explore and understand what pitch and volume are in
relation to sound waves.
OBJECTIVES
Learners will be able to identify the difference between pitch and volume
Learners to understand the concept of a strategy to help with studying - in this case, for
memorization
Learners to engage with technology in a creative way to help remember items in a list
STANDARDS
K12 CS: .
Computing Systems.Troubleshooting;
Algorithms and Programming.Control;

Algorithms and Programming.Algorithms
Algorithms and Programming.Program Development

CSTA:
K-2: 1A-A-5-2, 1A-A-3-7, 1A-A-6-8
3-5: 1B-A-2-1, 1B-A-5-4, 1B-A-3-7, 1B-A-6-8
6-8: 2-A-5-6
NGSS:
1-PS4-1
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4-PS4-1

MATERIALS NEEDED
Pitch and Frequency Worksheet, rulers

Introduction

6 mins

Linking
If you had to explain sound to a friend, how would you? If you had to draw sound on a piece of
paper, what would it look like? Take 5 minutes to draw an image that explains sound and then 3
sentences write out how you would explain sound.
After the 5 minutes allow learners to share their thoughts with the group.
Engage

2 mins

Sound is everywhere! We hear it daily and use it to communicate! But do we know what sound is
and how it is formed? Today let’s take a deep dive into the world of sound!

Collect Pixel Kits

5 mins

Retrieve Pixel Kits

Exploration Activities
Challenge 0: What is Sound?

8 mins

How do you think sound is made? How does sound get from the thing making the noise to your
ears? Turn and talk to a friend for 2 minutes thinking about it.
Once they have talked for 2 minutes take responses.
What if I played an instrument right now or made a noise? (Hit a desk hard. If you have a bell/
whistle/drum/other instrument) Can you see anything with these instruments happening when
I make the noise? Do you see movements? Why do you think you hear the sound? (collect
responses from the kids)
Now check this out. I have a rubber band. When I pull the band I hear a bit of sound, but you
notice the band moves! This movement is known as a vibration.
Vibration is a rapid back-and-forth movement! For example, put your fingers lightly against your
throat and make some weird noises! What did you feel? (take responses)
You felt a vibration! In your body there is a part of your throat called the larynx that vibrates and
that is why we make noises!
Vibrations are the KEY to sound and noise!
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Challenge 1: See Sound with Rulers!

20 mins

Let’s look at the Pitch vs Frequency worksheet. Find a partner and grab a ruler. Follow the
instructions and complete the worksheet together to draw what the frequency and pitch would
be!
Challenge 2: Clean Up Time!

10 mins

Take a few minutes to watch a few videos explaining sound! While the learners watch the videos
have them attempt to answer the following questions:
• How is sound made?
• What are the components of sound?
For a longer (more detailed ) video use Khan Academy link
For a shorter video use this link
Challenge 2: Create with Sound!

20 mins

Now that we understand pitch and volume lets do something digital to represent this! Open up
the Kano App and go to the “Microphone Challenges.” While you go through each challenge
record in your engineering journals:
• How is sound being used in this challenge?
• Why does the use of sound make this challenge more fun?

Closing

5 mins

Evaluation
In your journals, write down in your own words what the difference between pitch and volume.
Closing
On a post-it note share which activity did you like best to help understand the difference
between pitch and volume? Write one sentence and put it on the board before you leave!

Pixel Kit Cleanup
Power down and put away Pixel Kits
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5 mins

Pitch + Volume Worksheet
Name: ____________________________________________
Date: _____________________________
Explorer Questions
Directions: Directions: While you were completing the “Microphone Magic” challenges you were asked
to note the following:
• How is sound being used in this challenge?
• Why does the use of sound make this challenge more fun?
Record your responses below:
Challenge 1:

Challenge 2:

Challenge 3:

Challenge 4:

Challenge 5:
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Pitch + Volume Worksheet
Programmer Question
When you use the microphone in the Kano App you have 2 blocks. Can you explain what the 2 blocks
mean?

Creator Question
In the last challenge for “Microphone Magic” you created a rectangle that responded to sound to move. If
you could remix that challenge what would you do? Below draw out the changes you would make on the
Pixel Kit. As well, label what code blocks you would use to create the new challenge!
If needed, you can color in the Pixel Kit image below to show what it would look like!
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Pitch + Volume Answer Key
Explorer Question
Challenge 1:
The light board shows what the microphone volume is reading. It makes it fun because you can visually see the microphone level and if it is over 70 it can change the color.
Challenge 2:
The light board color for red changes as the microphone volume changes. You can customize the
color.
Challenge 3:
When the microphone volume is over 70 the light board will display a message. It is fun because you
can customize the message and colors.
Challenge 4:
The radius of the circle changes based on the microphone volume. It makes it fun because you can
make loud and quiet noises to change the volume.
Challenge 5:
The rectangle width changes as the microphone volume increases. It is fun because it is like a sound
meter!

Programmer Question
The first block trackes the microphones volume or pitch
The second block shows when the mic is above, below, or equal to a certain number it will do the
things inside.

Creator Question
Let learners be creative! The can color in the pixel kit or draw one below. Make sure they have at least
3 labels explaing how they would code it.
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Decomposition + Games
Beginner

1 hr 30 min

Learners will discuss what decomposition in computer science and breakdown the parts of a
game to create their own on the Pixel Kit!
OBJECTIVES
Learners will be able to explain in their own words what decomposition is in computer
science
Learners will be able to show an example of decomposition on the Kano App and explain
why it can be helpful to use when coding

STANDARDS
K12 CS: .
Algorithms and Programming.Algorithms
Algorithms and Programming.Control;
Algorithms and Programming.Program Development
CSTA:
K-2: 1A-A-5-2, 1A-A-3-7, 1A-A-6-8
3-5: 1B-A-2-1, 1B-A-5-4, 1B-A-3-7, 1B-A-6-8
6-8: 2-A-5-6
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Introduction

3 mins

Linking
Flower are beautiful and all around us! However, I have no idea what is inside of a flower? Can
you list all the parts that make up a flower?
Engage

5 mins

Flowers are made up of many parts, like all things! From movies to computers, each thing
we interact with in life is made of smaller things to make a larger thinng. I may think about a
computer, but there are small parts inside that computer that make up a computer. What this is
known as in computational thinking is decomposition. Decomposition is the process of breaking
a complex problem or idea into smaller parts that are easier to understand. Usually these
smaller pieces are easier to solve and understand, so we can work on them individually to create
something larger!
For the rest of this session we will be looking at decomposition and then using this method of
thinking to help us solve a problem!
Collect Pixel Kits

5 mins

Retrieve Pixel Kits

Exploration Activities
Challenge 1: Create then Break It Down!

20 mins

Let’s start at a really basic level. I have a drawing on the board (potential reference). Although this
drawing is a finished picture it is made of individual lines and shapes.
Challenge 2: Create A Game!
20 mins
Now that we have explored what decomposition is, let’s do a few more fun things like program
a GAME. Game development uses decomposition A LOT. For example, you want to create an
adventure game like Mario. Just creating a game can feel overwhelming and take forever! We
can use decomposition to break down all the parts of the game. That way we can work on little
pieces one at a time to finish the game!
Open up the Kano App and complete the “Make at Treasure Game” challenges. We played
with Make Art to show the breakdown of a larger piece into a smaller one. Now let’s think about
games now! Open up Make Pong and go into playground mode. For this part of the session I am
going to give you a very general task. Your job is to work with your partner and create the game!
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Challenge 3: Create Your Own Game!

20 mins

You know how to make a fairly cool game on the Pixel Kit, but can you create one all on your
own?
Your mission, if you chose to accept it is this: On the Pixel Kit create a 2 player game that lets
keep score and has a timer. you win the game after scoring 10 points. As well, add 2 unique extra
features to the game. I will not tell you what these 2 unique features are, you decide!
For this challenge you are given the bigger picture of creating a game, but try to use
decomposition to help you build it! Think about all the small pieces of the game you need to
create to make THE GAME

Closing

5 mins

Evaluation
Go to someone else’s Pixel Kit and play their game. Does the game meet the requirements set?
How do you think they used computational thinking to create this game? Be prepared to discuss
your thoughts with the group!

Closing
Tonight in your Engineering Journals write down a definition for decomposition and think of 1
example you can use this method of thinking in your life.

Pixel Kit Cleanup
Power down and put away Pixel Kits
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5 mins

Decomposition
Name: ____________________________________________
Date: _____________________________
Explorer Questions
Directions: Today we created a game on the Pixel Kit. Our task was to make a game that :
• Was for 2 players
• Had a timer
• Had a way to track a score
How did you decompose this game into smaller tasks? Use the space below to explain how you went about
creating the code!

Programmer Question
Decomposition helps us in a variety of tasks and ways! Now what about a flower? How would you decompose the different parts of a flower?
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Decomposition
Creator Questions
Why don’t you create a new challenge for yourself? Think of a new game to code on the Pixel Kit! What
would be the features you would want it to have? How would you create it? Use the space below to draw out
the new game. As well, label how you might code the game!
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Decomposition Answer Key
Explorer Question
Learners should recognize that they need to break down each step (2 player game, creating a timer, and creating a score tracker). Afterwards, they should be able to say what code blocks they used or even draw the code
blocks below.

Programmer Question
Learners can draw a flower and label all the parts or they can create a list of all the parts that are part of the
flower.

Creator Question
Be creative! They should draw an image of their game or write it out. If they draw the image they should have at
least 3 labels explaining how they will code it. Also, they should have at a minimum of 1 feature to their game (2
player, score, etc.) that will make it fun and/or interactive!
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Feeling of Light
Beginner

1 hr 30 min

Learners will create an art piece that uses music and light to convey a feeling.

OBJECTIVES
Learners will to explain that colors and sounds can make you feel a certain emotion.
Learners will use digital media to create an art piece that evokes a particular emotion.
STANDARDS
K12 CS: .
Computing Systems.Troubleshooting;
Algorithms and Programming.Control;

Algorithms and Programming.Algorithms
Algorithms and Programming.Program Development

CSTA:
K-2: 1A-A-5-2, 1A-A-3-7, 1A-A-6-8
3-5: 1B-A-2-1, 1B-A-5-4, 1B-A-3-7, 1B-A-6-8
6-8: 2-A-5-6
9-10: 3A-A-5-4
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Introduction

10 mins

Linking
What is your favorite song and why? Turn and talk to a partner and share!
Engage
What was your favorite song and why? Take responses
Music is pretty powerful, sometimes when we hear it a song can make us very happy!
Sometimes when we hear it the song can make us feel sad. Music has the amazing ability to
make us change our emotions!
Creative people use music and light everyday to help emotions and stories be told! Today, you
can think of yourself as a creative artist because we will be making music and lights interact with
each other to make people FEEL!

Collect Pixel Kits

5 mins

Retrieve Pixel Kits

Exploration Activities
Challenge 1: The Color of Feeling

15 mins

Colors can make you feel certain ways. When you see the color blue what does that make you
feel? Do you think of something in particular? For me, when I see blue I think of the sky and
ocean, so it makes me think of adventure and the unknown! However, maybe to someone else
blue makes them think of the winter and being cold. That is the cool think about colors, each
culture/person has a different view of a color!
I am going to write a few colors on the board and I want you to discuss with your partner what
the colors make you think of and feel! Red, Green, Yellow, and Purple
Give learners about 10 minutes to discuss, and then take 5 minutes to hear their responses.
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Challenge 2: Play with Light!

20 mins

We interact with physical colors, but we also interact with digital colors! Open up the Kano App
and complete the “Make A Light Show” challenge. As you complete each challenge answer the
following questions:
• How is light used in this challenge?
• How is sound used in this challenge?
Challenge 3: Be the DJ!

20 mins

You have used light to create art and a show, but why don’t we make the light make us feel
something? I am going to randomly assign each of you and emotion and I want you to create a
light show that should create that emotion! Think of how you would use colors, sound, and even
movement to show the emotion!
Pick from any emotion but some to pull from would be (happy, sad, funny, angry)

Closing

15 mins

Evaluation
Let’s walk around and check out everyone’s emotion! Can you guess what emotion is supposed
to be shown on the Pixel Kit?

Closing
Tonight in your Engineering Journals draw a picture that represents happiness to you! If you
created it on the Pixel Kit what would you add to it to make it show and sound like happiness?

Pixel Kit Cleanup
Power down and put away Pixel Kits
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5 mins

Lights!
Name: ____________________________________________
Date: _____________________________
Explorer Questions
Directions: While you were competing the Light Show challenges you were asked to answer:
• How is light used in this challenge?
• How is sound used in this challenge?
Record your responses below:
Challenge 1:

Challenge 2:

Challenge 3:

Challenge 4:

Challenge 5:

Programmer Question
There are a lot of cool ways to create movement on the Pixel Kit! Below, write down all the coding blocks
or parts you could add to your Pixel Kit to create movement!
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Lights!
Creator Question
Below is an image of the Pixel Kit. Can you color in the squares to create a light show image that shows
laughter? What do you think the colors would be? How would the lights move? Color in the Pixel Kit and
below write out 2 - 3 sentences on how the lights would move!
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Lights! Answer Key
Explorer Questions
Challenge 1:
Every second the pixel at one point changes to a random color. It does not use sound.
Challenge 2:
Every frame the pixels on one line changes to a random color. It does not use sound.
Challenge 3:
Every frame the pixels on one line changes to a random color based on the hue. It does not use sound.
Challenge 4:
Every frame the pixels on every line of the light board changes to a random color based on hue.
Challenge 5:
Every frame the pixels on every line of the light board changes to a random color based on hue.
Challenge 6:
Every frame the pixels on every line of the light board changes to a random color based on hue and the
value of that hue is based on the microphone volume.
Programmer Questions
You can use a variety of blocks to create movement! Some examples include the use of loops in the control
blocks to make movement for each frame! Also, using blocks in the light board will have lights turn on and
off. You can also use logic statements to set conditions for lights turning on and off.

Creator Question
Learners should color in the pixel kit below with the light show image/theme they want to create. Learners
can use labels (3- 4) or sentences (2 - 3) explaining what code blocks they could use to reproduce movement. Learners could use the exact code blocks from a previous challenge and modify them.
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